Simplifying Public Sector Data
Center and Cloud Monitoring

Virtualization technologies, the cloud, and an increasingly mobile
workforce is transforming public sector IT at an unprecedented
pace. Yet just as mandates, regulations, and the C-Suite demand
greater efficiencies in IT, budgets remain flat.

•

Dashboards and Reporting – Customizable, intuitive
dashboards and reports provide a simplified view into
infrastructure performance, allowing secure, partitioned views
for multiple stakeholders.

In order to address these challenges, the pressure and
opportunity to modernize IT through greater automation and
efficiency has never been more pertinent.

•

PowerApps – Supercharge your deployment with 1,500
add-on applications. Monitor just about anything in your
environment.

•

Ticketing and Asset Management – Single-system secure
automated ticketing solution with multi-tenant capabilities.

As public sector organizations look to meet their modernization
challenges head-on – DLT Solutions and ScienceLogic are there.
Complete Hybrid IT Monitoring

Monitoring Coverage for All of Hybrid IT

Data center consolidation and the migration of operations and
compute resources to private and public clouds – are all evidence
that today’s government and higher education institutions are
already working faster, leaner, and smarter.

•

Discover and Map – Keep track of your entire hybrid IT
infrastructure even when half of it is in the cloud.

•

Adopt and Migrate – Accelerate cloud adoption
without increasing risk and move workloads to the
cloud faster.

•

Run and Operate – Deliver IT service-based views in a
hybrid IT environment. Adapt legacy monitoring tools
to support a hybrid infrastructure.

•

Stay Compliant – Meet FISMA requirements and
maintain security of federal information systems by
automating monitoring processes.

But while virtualization and the cloud brings flexibility and efficiency,
managing today’s complex hybrid IT infrastructure is hard. The
combination of public and private – mixed with hosted services and
legacy on-premises infrastructure – presents a complex
environment for IT to run and operate.
ScienceLogic’s hybrid IT monitoring solution can help. By delivering
total infrastructure visibility from a single console, the ScienceLogic
platform is a proven solution for managing cloud resources – outof-the-box. A comprehensive and integrated IT operations
management solution, ScienceLogic delivers:
•

Complete Automated Monitoring – Event management,
alerting, and runbook automation for power, network, storage,
servers, applications, and the public cloud.

•

Discovery and Dependency – Account for and monitor every
device and environment, including Amazon Web Services
(AWS), giving you a holistic view in one place.
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A Proven Solution for Managing Cloud Resources

Procuring ScienceLogic and DLT Cloud Solutions

ScienceLogic supports multiple deployments and needs:

DLT Solutions holds many federal and state contracts, some of
which are exclusive, and has established experience with many
civil, intelligence, defense, state and local agencies as well as
education institutions making the purchase of cloud solutions easy.

•

•

•

•

Public Cloud and Shared Services Monitoring – From IaaS
to SaaS deployments, ScienceLogic provides IT availability
and end-user experience monitoring for your organization’s
outsourced compute, shared services, and other hosted
resources.
Private Cloud Monitoring – Monitor your private cloud
platform with a broad set of features, including virtualization,
monitoring, chargeback tied to resource consumption, a
services catalog, and automated provisioning for on-demand
compute requests.
Hybrid Cloud Monitoring – Get more from your combined
investments with a single monitoring solution for cloud and
physical data centers, while staying on top of your rapidly
evolving cloud and virtualization needs.
Tool Consolidation – Consolidate all your IT management
tools on one platform and standardize monitoring for
distributed operations – all via a single customizable
dashboard for at-a-glance views of service level, risk,
availability, and health.

•

GSA IT Schedule 70

•

Internet2 NET+

•

National Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance (NCPA)

•

NITAAC CIO-CS

•

SEWPV

•

VASCUPP AWS

•

King County Amazon
Web Services

•

Maryland COTS 2012

•

Texas DIR for Amazon
Web Services

•

New Mexico IT Technical
Services

View all contracts at www.dlt.com/contracts
Contact Us
Phone: 1.855.CLOUD01 (256.8301)
Email: cloud@dlt.com
Web: www.dlt.com/cloud

The DLT Cloud Solutions Advantage
Cloud computing is often a challenging technology to visualize
and the same solution doesn’t work for every organization.
DLT’s Cloud Solutions team understands the challenges involved
with implementing cloud solutions, and provides our customers
with the deep knowledge and expertise required to architect,
deliver, and manage a cloud solution that fits their unique needs.
The DLT advantage includes strategic partnerships with cloud
management vendors, like ScienceLogic, as well as leading IaaS,
SaaS, and PaaS vendors, whose products and services can be
easily procured through DLT and our broad portfolio of
government contracts.
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